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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

In order to support experimentation with full-duplex (FD)
wireless, we recently integrated two generations of FD radios
in the open-access ORBIT and COSMOS testbeds. First, we integrated a customized 1st generation (Gen-1) narrowband FD
radio in the indoor ORBIT testbed. Then, we integrated two
2nd generation (Gen-2) wideband FD radios in the city-scale
PAWR COSMOS testbed. Each integrated FD radio consists of
an antenna, a customized RF self-interference (SI) canceller
box, a USRP software-defined radio (SDR), and a remotely accessible compute node. The Gen-1/Gen-2 RF SI canceller box
includes an RF canceller printed circuit board (PCB) which
emulates a customized integrated circuit (IC) RF canceller
implementation. The amplitude- and phase-based Gen-1 narrowband RF canceller achieves 40 dB RF SIC across 5 MHz.
The Gen-2 wideband canceller is based on the technique of
frequency-domain equalization (FDE) and achieves 50 dB RF
SI cancellation (SIC) across 20 MHz. In this paper, we present
the design and testbed integration of the two generations
of FD radios. We then present example experiments that
can be remotely run and modified by experimenters. Finally,
we discuss future improvements and potential FD wireless
experiments that can be supported by these open-access FD
radios integrated in the COSMOS testbed.

Full-duplex wireless; open-access wireless testbeds; wireless experimentation; frequency-domain equalization; selfinterference cancellation; software-defined radios
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INTRODUCTION

Due to its potential to double the data rate at the Physical
(PHY) layer and to provide many other benefits at the higher
layers of the networking stack, full-duplex (FD) wireless
has drawn significant attention [1–4] as an enabler of nextgeneration wireless networks. One of the major challenges
associated with enabling FD wireless is the extremely strong
self-interference (SI) on top of the desired signal, requiring
more than 90 dB of SI cancellation (SIC) across the antenna
interface, and the RF/analog and digital domains.
Within the Columbia FlexICoN project [5], we focus on
the design of and experimentation with FD radios and systems grounded in integrated circuit (IC) implementations,
which are suitable for hand-held and form-factor-constrained
devices [6]. In [7], we presented the 1st -generation (Gen-1)
narrowband FD radio and an FD link, featuring 40 dB RF SIC
across 5 MHz. This Gen-1 RF SI canceller emulates its RFIC
counterpart presented in [8], whose modeling and analysis
were presented in [9]. In [10], we developed a 2nd -generation
(Gen-2) wideband FD radio which leverages the technique of
frequency-domain equalization (FDE) to achieve over 50 dB
RF SIC across 20 MHz, again emulating its RFIC counterpart
presented in [11].
In order to allow the broader community to experiment
with FD wireless, we integrated the two generations of FD
radios in the open-access ORBIT [12] and COSMOS [13, 14]
wireless testbeds, as shown in Fig 1. Since interfacing an
RFIC canceller with a software-defined radio (SDR) presents
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(a) Gen-1 narrowband FD radio integrated in the ORBIT testbed.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the integrated FD radios with three main
components: (i) a FlexICoN RF canceller box, (ii) a USRP softwaredefined radio (SDR), and (iii) a remotely accessible host PC on which
experiments are run.

(b) Gen-2 wideband FD radio integrated in the COSMOS testbed.
Figure 1: The two generations of integrated FD radios. Each FD radio consists of an antenna, a customized Gen-1/2 RF canceller box,
a USRP SDR, and a remotely accessible compute node. Each RF canceller box contains an antenna tuner, a circulator, an RF canceller
PCB, and a SUB-20 controller.

numerous technical challenges, we implemented the RF cancellers on printed circuit boards (PCBs) to facilitate crosslayered experiments with an SDR platform. We first integrated an improved version of the Gen-1 RF canceller with a
USRP N210 SDR in the ORBIT testbed [12]. We then followed
a similar design and integrated two Gen-2 RF cancellers (an
improved version of that presented in [10]) with USRP2 SDRs
in the COSMOS testbed [13, 14].
In this paper, we first present the cross-layered (hardware
and software) design and integration of a Gen-1 narrowband
FD radio in the ORBIT testbed. We then present the design
and integration of two Gen-2 FD wideband radios in the COSMOS testbed. Finally, we present two example experiments
implemented in GNU Radio [15] that are available to experimenters: (i) real-time digital SIC, and (ii) measurements
of the link-level packet reception ratio (PRR). These experiments show that our Gen-1/Gen-2 FD radios integrated in
ORBIT/COSMOS can achieve over 80 dB of overall SIC across
5/12.5 MHz bandwidth, respectively.1 These integrated remotely accessible FD radios and example experiments can
also be further extended to more complicated networking
scenarios.

Figure 3: Circuit diagram and PCB layout of the programmable antenna tuner as part of the Gen-1/Gen-2 RF canceller box.

2

Extensive reviews of research in the area of FD wireless
were presented in [1, 2], including various implementations
of FD systems, and analysis of the influence of FD wireless
at the higher layers of the networking stack. While [16–18]
has involved a pair of Tx and Rx antennas to achieve Tx/Rx
isolation at the antenna interface, we focus on FD radio
designs using a shared antenna interface such as a circulator,
which are more appropriate for single-antenna systems [3,
19]. In addition, existing circuit designs for RF/analog SIC
often utilize a time-domain interpolation approach utilizing
parallel delay lines with amplitude and phase control that
are more suitable for discrete implementations on PCBs [3,
20]. We present two RF cancellers which utilize techniques
suitable for achieving RF SIC in compact IC implementations.
The development of FD radios in previous research and
associated investigation of effects on the higher layers took
place in laboratory testbeds or in simulation [19, 21–23]. To
the best of our knowledge, this paper details the design and
implementation of the first open-access, remotely accessible FD
radios, together with open-source example experiments, that
can be used by the community.

3
1 The performance is currently limited by USRP model and available compute

resources, which are expected to be upgraded post-COVID-19 shutdown.

RELATED WORK

DESIGN OF THE FLEXICON FD RADIOS

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram shared by both generations of
FD radios. It consists of three main components: a Gen-1/2
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RF canceller box, a USRP SDR, and a remotely accessible
compute node. The SDRs used in ORBIT and COSMOS are
the USRP N210 and USRP2, respectively, both of which have
the same RF frontend.
Both the Gen-1 and Gen-2 RF canceller boxes share the
same overall design as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Each canceller
box has four components: a circulator, an antenna tuner, a
SUB-20 controller, and an RF canceller PCB which differs
between Gen-1 and Gen-2. Below, we briefly discuss these
components.
Coaxial Circulator. An RF-CI RFCR3204 coaxial circulator [24] is used, with operating frequency between 860–
960 MHz.
Programmable Antenna Tuner. To achieve better matching between the antenna and the circulator, we also designed
and implemented a programmable antenna tuner at around
900 MHz frequency. Fig. 3 shows the circuit diagram and
PCB implementation of the antenna tuner. In particular, a
𝜋-network with lossless inductor (𝐿) and digitally tunable
capacitors (𝐶𝑖 ) is used for impedance transformation. We
use a fixed chip inductor with inductance 𝐿fixed = 5.1 nH
and Peregrine Semiconductor PE64909 5-bit digitally tunable
capacitors for 𝐶𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3). By programming the capacitors
with code values CAPi (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3), different antenna interface impedance matching can be achieved. The configuration
ranges of the tunable capacitors are:
CAPi ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 15}, ∀𝑖 = 1, 2, 3.

SUB-20 Controller. As Fig. 2 shows, a DIMAX SUB-20
multi-interface USB adapter [25] connected to the remoteaccess PC is used to program the tunable components on the
RF canceller and antenna tuner through the serial peripheral
interface (SPI). The SUB-20 SPI is configured to operate at
the maximal SPI clock of 8 MHz. The SUB-20 control for both
the Gen-1 and Gen-2 canceller PCBs is handled through a
customized GNU Radio out-of-tree (OOT) module (see Section 6.1 for details).
RF Canceller PCB. In order to meet the USRP Rx front-end
linearity and the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) dynamic
range requirements, sufficient SIC in the RF domain is needed
before digital SIC is performed. Therefore, the RF canceller
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Figure 4: Measured amplitude and phase of the Gen-1 RF canceller
PCB with varying (a) attenuation values, and (b) phase shift values.

0

Figure 5: Measured Tx/Rx isolation of the Gen-1 RF canceller box
with and without turning on the RF canceller. The RF canceller
box with the circulator and the RF canceller provides 40 dB RF SIC
across 5 MHz bandwidth.

PCB must provide up to 30 dB RF SIC in addition to the 20–
25 dB provided by the circulator. The RF canceller taps a
reference signal from the output of the power amplifier (PA)
at the Tx side, and SIC is performed at the input of the lownoise amplifier (LNA) at the Rx side. The difference between
the two generations of canceller boxes is the circuit design
of the RF canceller PCB, as discussed in Sections 4.1 and 5.1.

4

GEN-1 FD RADIO

The Gen-1 FD radio is depicted in Fig. 1(a), including the
components described in Section 3. In particular, the RF
canceller PCB is a narrowband frequency-flat amplitude- and
phase-based canceller, which is an improved version of that
presented in [7]. In this section, we present the design and
implementation of the Gen-1 FD radio, and its integration in
the ORBIT testbed.

4.1

Gen-1 RF Canceller PCB

The amplitude- and phase-based RF canceller is implemented
using discrete components on a PCB and is optimized
around 900 MHz operating frequency.2 The reference signal is tapped through a 6 dB Mini-Circuits ADC-6-13+ directional coupler whose amplitude and phase are subsequently
adjusted before SIC is performed at the Rx.
For amplitude adjustment, a SKY12343-364LF 7-bit digital
attenuator is used, and for phase adjustment, a Mini-Circuits
passive SPHSA-152+ phase-shifter is used. The phase shifter
is controlled by a TI-DAC081S101 8-bit digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). The attenuator and DAC have a 3 V supply
voltage, and the phase shifter has a reference voltage of 12 V.
The attenuator and DAC are programmed through the SUB20 controller over SPI. The available parameter configuration
ranges for the attenuator ATT (ATTuation) and phase shifter
PS (Phase Shift) are:
ATT ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 127}, PS ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 255}.

Fig. 4 shows the measured amplitude and phase responses
of the RF canceller with varying ATT values (under fixed PS =
2 In

this implementation, we select 900 MHz operating frequency but this
approach can be easily extended to other frequencies (e.g., 2.4/5 GHz).
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Figure 6: The Gen-2 RF canceller PCB.
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Figure 7: Measured response of one FDE tap of the Gen-2 RF canceller
with varying ATT, PS, CF, and QF values. The second FDE tap is turned
off, and shares the same behavior.

0) and with varying PS values (under fixed ATT = 0). The Gen1 RF canceller has an amplitude tuning range between −48 dB
and −17 dB, and a phase tuning range spanning the entire
360 deg range. Fig. 5 shows an example of the measured
Tx/Rx isolation (measured between Tx IN and Rx OUT ports
shown in Fig. 2), where 40 dB RF SIC is achieved across 5 MHz
bandwidth.

4.2

Figure 8: Measured RF SIC achieved by the Gen-2 RF canceller box
with (i) the narrowband Gen-1 path (red line); (ii) the wideband FDE
path (green line); and (iii) the canceller box switched off (black line).
The circulator port is either (a) terminated by 50 Ω, or (b) connected
to an antenna.

(flexicon-orbit-v3.ndz) which contains the two example
GNU Radio FD experiments (Section 6).
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Integration in the ORBIT Testbed

An ORBIT node equipped with the Gen-1 RF canceller box
is depicted in Fig. 1(a). We use node11-10 (the yellow box
in Fig. 1(a)) in the ORBIT main grid with a USRP N210
SDR. In particular, the RF canceller box Tx IN/Rx OUT ports
are connected to the USRP Tx/Rx ports respectively, and
the RF canceller box ANT port is connected to an Apex II
multi-band antenna. The USRP has a receiver noise floor of
−86 dBm at 20 MHz bandwidth. We developed a node image

5

GEN-2 FD RADIO

The Gen-2 FD radio is depicted in Fig. 1(b). The Gen-2 RF canceller box includes an FDE-based RF canceller PCB which is
an improved version of that described in [10].3 This canceller
PCB can achieve enhanced cancellation performance over a
significantly wider bandwidth compared to the Gen-1 canceller PCB, and thus allows for experimentation with wider
band signals. In this section, we present the design and implementation of the Gen-2 FD radio, and its integration in
the COSMOS testbed.

5.1

Gen-2 RF Canceller PCB

The Gen-2 RF canceller illustrated in Fig. 6 is implemented
using discrete components on a PCB and is optimized around
a 900 MHz operating frequency.4 The reference signal coupled from the Tx is first fed through an Analog Devices (ADI)
HMC374 LNA before passing through an ADI HMC221B RF
switch . This RF switch switches the reference signal between
two paths: a Gen-1 narrowband path (identical to the Gen-1
RF canceller described in Section 4.1) and the wideband FDE
path. In particular, the FDE path contains two parallel FDE
taps, split and combined using Anaren PD0810J5050S2HF
power dividers. Each FDE tap consists of a tunable bandpass
filter (BPF) with amplitude and phase control.
Table 1 summarizes the tunable components on the Gen-2
canceller PCB. Each of the two paths contains an amplitude
and phase control, identical to those on the Gen-1 canceller.
Furthermore, each BPF is controlled by three tunable capacitors, which control the center frequency and quality factor
of the BPF. For controlling the center frequency, we use
3 The

4 As

detailed design and evaluation of this canceller can be found in [10].
before, the design can be modified to other sub-6 GHz frequencies.
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Table 1: Summary of tunable components for the Gen-2 RF Canceller.
𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} represents the two FDE taps on the Gen-2 path.
Scope
PCB
Gen-2
Path
Gen-1
Path

Control
RF Switch
Amplitude
Phase
Center Frequency
Quality Factor
Amplitude
Phase

Name

SW
ATTi
PSi
CFi
QFi
ATT2
PS2

Tuning range
{0, 1}
{0, · · · , 127}
{0, · · · , 255}
{0, · · · , 15}
{0, · · · , 31}
{0, · · · , 127}
{0, · · · , 255}

the Peregrine Semiconductor PE64102 4-bit digitally tunable
capacitor with a tuning range of 1.88–14.0 pF. For controlling the quality factor, we use the Peregrine Semiconductor
PE64909 5-bit digitally tunable capacitor with a tuning range
of 0.6–2.35 pF. Together, these components provide a total
of 248 possible configurations for the Gen-2 path. The Gen-1
path contains an independent amplitude and phase control.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of varying each parameter on the
frequency response of one individual FDE tap. In each case,
only one parameter is varied, while the others are kept at
their lowest values. Fig. 8 shows the achievable RF SIC of the
wideband FDE path, where >50 dB RF SIC is achieved across
20 MHz bandwidth. This is 10 dB higher RF SIC achieved
over 4× the bandwidth when compared to the Gen-1 path.

5.2

Integration in the COSMOS Testbed

The Gen-2 RF canceller box is integrated in the indoor COSMOS Sandbox 2 located at Columbia University. The antenna
port is connected to a Larsen SPDA24700 LTE antenna [26],
and the canceller box is connected to a USRP2 SDR. We integrate two Gen-2 radios, which form an FD link with 5 ft
distance between antennas. Both Gen-2 FD radios are connected to the remotely accessible FD compute node: the SDR
is connected over Ethernet and the SUB-20 controller over
USB. The integration is shown in Fig. 1(b) and both identical
Gen-2 FD radios are shown within the context of COSMOS
Sandbox 2 in Fig. 9. The two USRP2s are synchronized over
a MIMO cable.
The remotely accessible compute node is equipped with
an Intel i7 8-core processor and 16 GB RAM, and runs Ubuntu
16.04, GNU Radio 3.7, and UHD 3.14 [15, 27]. This specification allows for running real-time experiments with a graphical user interface (GUI) above 10 MHz bandwidth. With the
GUI disabled and use of the command line (terminal), the
supported bandwidth can be increased to 25 MHz, which is
the limit of the USRP2 SDRs.

6

REMOTE EXPERIMENTATION

Recall from Section 1 that the core feature of these integrated
FD radios is that they can be remotely accessed by experimenters. The process for remotely accessing the FD radios

Figure 9: COSMOS Sandbox 2 architecture, which includes (i) the remotely accessible console and two FD radios, each consisting of a
USRP2 SDR and the Gen-2 canceller box, connected to the FD compute node, and (ii) other remotely accessible SDRs used for experimentation with various technologies.

is the same for both ORBIT and COSMOS: the experimenter
logs into the testbed console from their local machine using Secure Shell (SSH). X11 forwarding is used to enable the
GNU Radio GUI on local machines. The tutorial with detailed
instructions can be found at [28].
The developed example experiments run in real-time,
where the experimenter can observe results visualized without offline processing. The example experiments employ an
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) PHY
layer with variable bandwidth and modulation schemes. The
example experiments, described below, can be used to benchmark several performance metrics of the ORBIT Gen-1 and
COSMOS Gen-2 FD radios, including node-level SIC and
link-level PRR.

6.1

Experiment 1: Node-Level Digital SIC

In this experiment, the experimenter can observe visualized
real-time performance of one FD radio when transmitting
OFDM packets. The following data is visualized: (i) the time
domain Rx signal after RF SIC and after digital SIC, (ii) the
power spectrum of the Rx signal after RF SIC and after digital
SIC, (iii) the digital SIC filter taps, and (iv) the constellations
after RF SIC and after digital SIC.
As mentioned in Section 5.2, the provided GNU Radio
experiments operate in real-time. This is accomplished by
the use of customized C++ out-of-tree (OOT) blocks, which
are optimized for real-time performance. The implemented
OOT blocks are available at [29] and described below:
SUB-20 Control. A core part of this experiment is the ability of the experimenter to manually configure the canceller
PCB to achieve different RF SIC profiles. The experimenter
has access to a GUI with controls that allow the full range
of input described in Table 1. The numerical values set by
these GUI controls are input to the SUB-20 control OOT
block, which then uses the SUB-20 application programming
interface (API) [25] to generate the appropriate SPI frames
to be transmitted to the RF canceller PCB. For the Gen-1 and
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(b) Gen-2 FD radio at 915 MHz carrier frequency with 12.5 MHz bandwidth.
Figure 10: Node-level self-interference cancellation (SIC) performance for (a) the ORBIT Gen-1 FD radio, and (b) the COSMOS Gen-2 FD radio.
Data shown are (i) power spectrum of the received signal after SIC in the RF and digital domains; (ii), (iii) time domain signals after RF and
after digital SIC; (iv) digital SIC filter taps. The average Tx power is −5 dBm, and the receiver noise floor is −89 dBm.

Gen-2 RF cancellers, a total of 7 and 23 bytes, respectively,
are sent over SPI to program the canceller PCB and antenna
tuner. With an 8 MHz SPI clock, one configuration of the
Gen-1 and Gen-2 canceller PCBs takes 7 𝜇s and 23 𝜇s, respectively. Therefore, different RF SIC profiles may be visualized
in real time.
Digital SIC. Digital SIC is performed on the packet-level
using a least-squares algorithm to estimate the SI channel
in the time domain with additional pilot OFDM symbols.
The OOT block performs both the least-squares SI channel
estimation and digital SIC with the following computation:
rRx = yRx − Aĥ. Here, rRx is the residual SI after RF and
digital SIC, yRx is the signal after RF SIC, A is the the Toeplitz

matrix constructed from the transmitted signal, and ĥ is the
estimated SI channel (i.e., the digital SIC filter taps).
Packet Encapsulation. The implemented digital SIC algorithm requires additional pilot symbols prepended to every
packet. We implemented a customized OOT block to prepend
these symbols, and to add zero padding between packets.
SIC Performance. Fig. 10 shows the node-level SIC performance of the Gen-1 narrowband FD radio in ORBIT and the
Gen-2 wideband FD radio integrated in COSMOS. By configuring the RF cancellers appropriately, the Gen-1 FD radio
can achieve 35–40 dB RF SIC across 3–5 MHz, and the Gen-2
FD radio can achieve 45–50 dB RF SIC across 15–20 MHz. In
both cases, the RF SIC is followed by 35–40 dB of digital SIC
for around 80 dB overall SIC. We will replace the USRP2 with
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Figure 11: RF SIC achieved over 16.6 MHz for the Gen-1 and Gen-2
FD radios. The Gen-2 wideband FD radio can achieve a greater RF
SIC over a wider signal bandwidth.

the higher performance USRP 2974, which will improve the
amount of achievable digital SIC.
For the integrated Gen-1 and Gen-2 FD radios, the RF
SIC performance alone is illustrated over a wider bandwidth
in Fig. 11, which clearly shows the Gen-1/Gen-2 narrowband/wideband performances. Across the 16.6 MHz bandwidth shown in the figure, the Gen-1 FD radio can achieve
30 dB RF SIC, whereas the Gen-2 FD radio can achieve 50 dB
RF SIC.

Experiment 2: Link-Level FD Packet
Reception Ratio (PRR)

The experimenter can also use the two Gen-2 FD radios
to perform link-level experimentation. In this experiment,
link PRR as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
measured while the two Gen-2 FD radios operate in halfduplex (HD) or FD mode. To achieve a successful FD link, the
experimenter can configure each FD node via the methods
described in Section 6.1 to achieve the desired SIC across
the RF and digital domains. The Tx power of the FD radios
is swept during the experiment. For each Tx power value,
the FD radios transmit 1,024 OFDM packets. Three different
modulation schemes are used without any channel coding:
binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK), and 8-phase shift keying (8PSK).
We consider two performance metrics. The first is the
HD or FD link SNR, which is measured as the ratio between
the average Rx signal power level (across all 1,024 packets)
and the Rx noise floor when the link operates in HD or FD
mode. The second metric is the HD or FD link PRR, which is
calculated for each FD radio as the percentage of the 1,024
transmitted packets that are successfully received and decoded. Fig. 12 plots the measured HD and FD link PRR as a

BPSK, HD Mode
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QPSK, HD Mode
QPSK, FD Mode
8PSK, HD Mode
8PSK, FD Mode
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Figure 12: HD and FD link packet reception ratio (PRR) for BPSK-,
QPSK-, and 8PSK-modulated, uncoded OFDM packets with varying
HD link SNR.

function of the HD link SNR. The results show that with sufficient link SNR values, the Gen-2 FD radio can achieve a PRR
of 1. This corresponds to a link-level FD rate gain of exactly
2×. With insufficient link SNR values, there is a reduction
in PRR of 15% on average, which corresponds to an average
link-level FD rate gain of 1.7×. The lower PRR values are a
result of degradation in link SNR when the radios operate in
FD mode, due to imperfect SIC.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our cross-layered (hardware and
software) design and implementation of the first open-access,
remotely accessible FD radios integrated in the ORBIT and
COSMOS wireless testbeds. The presented example experiments along with the tutorial can be expanded to different
network scenarios. Therefore, the integrated FD radios and
example experiments can facilitate further hands-on research
in FD wireless
When physical access to the COSMOS testbed is restored,
we plan to make several improvements to the integrated
FD radios. In particular, we will replace the USRP2s with
USRP 2974s, which have better performance that includes
supporting a higher signal bandwidth. This will facilitate the
use of more complex OFDM PHY layer waveforms [30]. We
will also utilize the servers in COSMOS Sandbox 2, which
provide heterogenous computing resources, including CPUs,
GPUs, and FPGAs.
We anticipate that these improvements will allow for more
complex experiments, including at the medium access control (MAC) layer [31]. Integration with the Sandbox 2 servers
will also allow for experimentation across the radio, compute,
and optical domains [32].
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